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n-type Ge/SiGe quantum wells have been suggested as a promising platform for the realization of a Si-
compatible THz laser. Focusing on this material system, we have developed a numerical model to describe
the intersubband carrier dynamics which restores the equilibrium after pulsed optical excitation in asymmetric
coupled Ge/SiGe quantum wells. We take into account inelastic and elastic scattering processes and investigate
different quantum-well geometries, doping densities, and excitation regimes. In this configuration space, we
disentangle the effect on the overall dynamics of each scattering channel and provide intersubband relaxation
times, finding larger values with respect to III-V based materials, thanks to the weaker electron-phonon coupling
with respect to III-V compounds. Finally, the model is used to study and optimize the population inversion
between the first- and second-excited subband levels and to assess its dependence on the lattice temperature,
providing a sound theoretical framework to guide forthcoming experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION24

Intersubband transitions (ISBTs) in semiconductor quan-25

tum wells (QWs) are the key mechanisms behind the oper-26

ation of many mid-infrared/terahertz optoelectronic devices,27

such as quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) [1–3], quantum28

fountains [4–6], and quantum-well infrared photodetectors29

(QWIPs) [7]. Furthermore, the use of unipolar ISBTs has been30

proposed as a viable route for the realization of light emitters31

employing silicon-compatible group-IV materials, such as Ge,32

Sn, and their alloys [8,9], thus overcoming the intrinsically33

poor optical emission properties due to the indirect band34

gap featured by this class of semiconductors. In addition35

to the the possible integration in the complementary metal-36

oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) platform, the use of SiGe het-37

erostructures for the development of an ISBT-based laser38

would benefit from the absence of the strong electron-phonon39

coupling typical of polar lattices. This fact should allow40

higher-temperature operation in the THz range. As a matter41

of fact, experiments with GaAs QWs have demonstrated that,42

above 40 K, the intersubband (ISB) lifetimes are limited by43

the polar optical phonon scattering mechanism [8,10], while,44

in similar studies on Si/SiGe and Ge/SiGe heterostructures,45

no lifetime reduction has been observed up to 100 K [11].46

For the realization of a Si-compatible THz light source,47

n-type Ge/SiGe QW structures grown on top of a Si(001) sub-48
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strate are particularly promising. Indeed, the conduction band 49

offset in this material system is in the order of 120 meV [12], 50

a value large enough to design optical emitters leveraging on 51

ISBTs in the THz range. Moreover, the relatively low (001) 52

confinement mass m∗ = 0.13 m0 associated to Ge L-valley 53

electrons, and the expected long ISB relaxation times [11] 54

could provide gain values comparable to those demonstrated 55

in GaAs THz QCLs at low temperatures and, potentially, 56

also allow room-temperature operation [13]. Although one 57

of the main challenges in the realization of SiGe devices is 58

their large lattice mismatch with the Si substrate, the growth 59

of high-quality Ge/SiGe QW heterostructures featuring a 60

large number of module repetitions has been recently made 61

available thanks to the high degree of control achieved in 62

the deposition process [14–16]. The observation of narrow 63

ISBT absorption peaks in the 412-THz range [6,17–20] and 64

the very recent measurement of photoluminescence emission 65

in the THz range [21], confirm that n-type Ge/SiGe QWs are 66

excellent candidates for the realization of a silicon-compatible 67

THz emitter. 68

A further step toward this goal has been recently reported 69

in Ref. [14] where the ISBT features of n-type asymmetric 70

coupled quantum wells (ACQW) have been studied, demon- 71

strating a high degree of control on the electronic spectrum 72

and on the spatial properties of the relevant wave functions. 73

Remarkably, asymmetric QWs can be regarded as a very inter- 74

esting playground system since they represent the basic build- 75

ing block of more complex cascade architectures. At the same 76

time, being three-level systems, asymmetric QWs are useful 77

to study the population inversion under optical excitation 78
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(the so-called quantum fountain scheme), circumventing, in79

this way, the difficulties related to the fabrication of electrical80

contacts needed to efficiently sustain the vertical transport81

of carriers in a QCL device. Finally, asymmetric QWs also82

represent the simplest model structure to gain insights into83

the ISB carrier dynamics driving back the system to the84

equilibrium after an excitation. To this end, the development85

of a reliable modeling platform is highly desirable, both to86

interpret time-resolved optical experiments, which probe the87

carrier relaxation dynamics [22], and to optimize the quantum88

structure, targeting the most suitable subband lifetimes to89

achieve population inversion. In order to have an effective90

predictive capability, such platform must include a dynamic91

tracking of the out-of-equilibrium populations and the carrier92

energy distribution in all the relevant subbands. Even if, in93

many situations, the ISB relaxation dynamics is dominated94

by the electron-phonon coupling [23], an accurate dynamic95

model must also take into account other interactions, such as96

ionized impurity, electron-electron, and interface roughness97

scatterings [24,25]. Finally, the model should also include98

carrier heating effects since, when the ISB energy spacing is99

below the phonon energy, the OP emission can be thermally100

activated [10], greatly affecting the relaxation rates. As a101

matter of fact, such a complete modeling platform, targeting102

group-IV based materials, was not hitherto developed. From103

a more general perspective, such model would significantly104

improve our understanding of the ISB relaxation dynamics105

occurring in the presence of nonpolar lattice excitations,106

also clarifying whether elastic scattering channels substan-107

tially contribute to limiting the subband lifetimes, up at non-108

cryogenic temperatures. Furthermore, a numerical model for109

group-IV based multilayer systems could be calibrated against110

a suitable set of time-resolved experimental data, thus en-111

abling a precise evaluation of the parameters governing each112

scattering channel in the SiGe material system, filling, in this113

way, another relevant knowledge gap. To better appreciate this114

point, we notice that, to take into account the electron-phonon115

interaction in the modeling of ISB unipolar optoelectronic116

devices, authors usually rely on values of the deformation117

potentials which have been never directly measured and re-118

fer [26]. Moreover, these literature parameters refer to the119

electron-phonon coupling in bulk systems, despite it is not120

clear a priori if the same values are still suitable to describe121

the interaction in low-dimensional multilayer structures [9].122

In this paper we introduce and discuss a rate equation123

model, which addresses the ISB dynamics in three-level SiGe124

multilayer systems, and relies on a set of differential equations125

describing, in the framework of the first-order perturbation126

theory, the energy and particle fluxes among the different sub-127

bands. Subsequently, we use the model to produce numerical128

data which shed light on the ISB relaxation dynamics occur-129

ring in n-type asymmetric Ge/SiGe quantum-well structures130

after a pulsed optical pumping, set to be resonant with the131

transition between the fundamental and the second-excited132

level. Two families of asymmetric quantum-well geometries133

are considered, featuring different subband energy separa-134

tions, wave-function overlap, number of heterointerfaces, and135

doping concentrations. The effect of design parameters and136

lattice temperature on the population inversion between the137

second- and first-excited subband levels is also discussed.138

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION 139

In this section, we describe the theoretical framework 140

adopted to study the ISB electron dynamics in optically ex- 141

cited strain-compensated n-type Ge/SiGe Ge-rich quantum- 142

well structures. Focus is given on the ISB relaxation dynamics 143

which occurs after optical excitation via a pulsed laser beam 144

driven at a frequency resonant with the ISB energy spacing 145

between the second-excited and the fundamental subband. 146

The investigated systems are (001) ACQWs, designed to 147

engineer the energy position and wave functions of the first 148

three subbands states associated to the fourfould-degenerate 149

L valleys. We first calculate the equilibrium electronic states 150

at a given lattice temperature T L by means of a multivalley ef- 151

fective mass Schrödinger-Poisson solver, taking into account 152

the strain in the individual layers and the contributions to the 153

Hartree potential from electrons at the �, �, and L valleys, 154

and including exchange-correlation effects in the local den- 155

sity approximation [14,27]. We remark that the validity of 156

effective mass description is well established in predicting 157

intersubband and interband optoelectronic properties of semi- 158

conductor heterostructures having layer thickness in the order 159

of few nanometers, as in this work [18,27,28]. 160

For each subband i, with i = 1, 2, 3, we evaluate the sub- 161

band bottom energy E0
i , the envelope wave function ψi(z), 162

and the two-dimensional (2D) equilibrium carrier densities 163

Ni, as resulting from the complete ionization of phosphorus 164

donor atoms located in the Ge well material [11,29]. When 165

the system is optically excited via resonant pumping of the 166

1 → 3 transition, the carriers are driven out of equilibrium 167

and start to exchange energy with both the photon and phonon 168

fields through ISB and intrasubband scattering events, in- 169

volving initial and final states which can belong to the same 170

(intravalley) or to different (intervalley) degenerate L valleys. 171

Since in the analyzed Ge/SiGe heterostructures �2 states are 172

confined in a different spatial region with respect to the L 173

states [see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)], scattering events involving 174

those states are expected to play a negligible role due to the 175

small wave-function overlap, similarly to what is reported in 176

Refs. [22,30]. 177

To numerically describe the ISB dynamics at the picosec- 178

ond scale, we assume that the time-dependent electron popu- 179

lations in each subband are, at each time step, instantaneously 180

and independently thermalized due to the presence of fast 181

elastic intrasubband scattering processes, as suggested by 182

Monte Carlo simulations [31]. Under this hypothesis, three 183

time-dependent Fermi distributions are introduced to describe 184

the energy dispersion of the carriers. Each of them is charac- 185

terized by a time-dependent electronic temperature T e
i (t ) and 186

chemical potential μi(t ), with i = 1, . . . , 3. These quantities 187

are evaluated as a function of the total subband energy Ei(t ) 188

per unit of surface, associated to the presence of the 2D carrier 189

density Ni, solving 190

Ni(t ) = D
∫ ∞

E0
i

dE

1 + e(E−μi )/kBT e
i
, (1)

Ei(t ) = D
∫ ∞

E0
i

E dE

1 + e(E−μi )/kBT e
i
, (2)
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FIG. 1. Electron energy and squared wave function for (a) the tunneling barrier system (TB) and (b) the stepwise structure (SS). Solid
and dashed black curves represent the L and �2 band profiles, respectively. The electron population in the first confined state is n2D = 5 ×
1011 cm−2 for both the systems. The two systems have been optimized in order to obtain similar absorption spectra at T L = 4 K, shown in in
(c) and (d).

where D = 4md/(π h̄2) is the density of states (DOS) (with191

the inclusion of spin degeneracy) associated to the fourfould-192

degenerate L valleys of Ge. The DOS mass md is the193

Ge in-plane conduction effective mass, calculated, follow-194

ing Ref. [32], as md = (m1m2)1/2 with m1 = mt and m2 =195

(mt + 2ml )/3. The adopted values for the longitudinal ml and196

transverse mt effective mass are reported in Table I, together197

with other relevant material parameters used in our model. In198

the following, we adopt the notation Eji = Ej − Ei for defin- 199

ing the energy associated to the transition between levels i 200

and j. 201

The dynamical evolution of subband population Ni and 202

energy Ei are obtained starting from their equilibrium value at 203

t = −∞, calculating at each discrete time step their variation 204

caused by intersubband and intrasubband scattering events, 205

according to 206

∂

∂t
Ni = δi,1

(
W pump

3→1 − W pump
1→3

) + δi,3
(
W pump

1→3 − W pump
3→1

)
+

∑
j �=i

∑
intra,inter

(
W OP−

j→i − W OP−
i→ j

) +
∑
j �=i

∑
intra,inter

(
W OP+

j→i − W OP+
i→ j

)

+
∑
j �=i

[(
W IFR

j→i − W IFR
i→ j

) + (
W II

j→i − W II
i→ j

) + (
W ee

j→i − W ee
i→ j

)]
, i, j = 1, 2, 3 (3)

∂

∂t
Ei = δi,1

(
W

pump
3→1 − h̄ωpW

pump
3→1 − W

pump
1→3

) + δi,3
(
W

pump
1→3 + h̄ωpW

pump
1→3 − W

pump
3→1

)
+

∑
j �=i

∑
intra,inter

[(
W

OP−
j→i + h̄ωeffW

OP−
j→i − W

OP−
i→ j

) + (
W

OP+
j→i − h̄ωeffW

OP+
j→i − W

OP+
i→ j

)]

+
∑

intra,inter

h̄ωeff
(
W OP−

i→i − W OP+
i→i

) − W
AC
i→i

+
∑
j �=i

[(
W

IFR
j→i − W

IFR
i→ j

) + (
W

II
j→i − W

II
i→ j

) + (
W

ee
j→i − W

ee
i→ j

)]
, i, j = 1, 2, 3. (4)
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TABLE I. Literature values for the material parameters adopted
in our model. ml (mt ) is the longitudinal (transverse) effective mass.
h̄ωintra

eff (h̄ωinter
eff ) is the phonon energy of the intravalley (intervalley)

optical phonon branch, to which the deformation potential 	intra
OP

(	inter
OP ) is associated. � is the root-mean-square interface roughness

amplitude and 
 the interface roughness correlation length, obtained
experimentally for the material system.

Parameter Value

ml 1.59 ([49]) (m0)
mt 0.093 ([49]) (m0)
h̄ωintra

eff 37.07 ([26]) (meV)
h̄ωinter

eff 27.56 ([26]) (meV)
	intra

OP 5.5 ([26]) (108 eV/cm)
	inter

OP 3.0 ([26]) (108 eV/cm)
� 2 ([15]) (Å)

 70 ([15]) (Å)

In the above equations, Wi→ j (W i→ j) represents the particle207

(energy) flux per unit of surface and time from the initial208

subband i to the final subband j, due to scattering events asso-209

ciated to the perturbative potential specified in the superscript.210

In particular, we have included in our model, as elastic scatter-211

ing channels, the interface roughness (IFR), the Coulomb field212

produced by ionized impurities (II), and the electron-electron213

interaction (ee), as detailed in the Appendix. The inelastic214

processes considered are the electron-photon interaction due215

to the pump beam (pump) and the coupling of carriers with216

the optical (OP) and acoustic (AC) phonon branches. Accord-217

ingly, in Eq. (4), h̄ωp represents the pump photon energy,218

while h̄ωeff indicates the optical phonon energy. The super-219

scripts OP− and OP+ refer to the OP absorption and emission220

processes, respectively. As for the electron-optical phonon in-221

teraction, we also notice that, although not explicitly indicated222

by the notation adopted in Eq. (4), we use different values223

for the deformation potential and phonon energy associated224

to intravalley and intervalley transitions [26] since small and225

large momentum lattice excitations are involved in the former226

and latter case, respectively (see Table I). We also stress that227

different L valleys can be only coupled by zone-edge phonons228

since all the other scattering rates are fast decreasing functions229

of the exchanged momentum,. Finally, we notice that, in our230

model, a subband can relax its energy not only by means231

of a transfer of carriers to a different subband, but also via232

intrasubband inelastic processes involving both AC and OP,233

as apparent from the presence of the diagonal terms W ii in234

Eq. (4). The rates Wi→ j and W i→ j are calculated summing235

over all the available initial and final states in subbands i and236

j and taking into account the associated carrier population.237

This summation can be expressed in terms of the energy in238

the initial state as239

Wi→ j = D
∫ ∞

Emin

dEi Wi→ j (Ei )

1 + e(Ei−μi )/kBT e
i

(
1 − 1

1 + e(Ej−μ j )/kBT e
j

)
,

(5)

W i→ j = D
∫ ∞

Emin

dEi E j Wi→ j (Ei )

1 + e(Ei−μi )/kBT e
i

(
1 − 1

1 + e(Ej−μ j )/kBT e
j

)
,

(6)

where Ej = Ei for elastic processes or Ej = Ei ± h̄ω when a 240

photon or a phonon is absorbed/emitted; in the above equation 241

Wi→ j (Ei ) represents the scattering rate for a particle in sub- 242

band i with initial energy Ei, summed over all the final states 243

in subband j which fulfill the energy conservation constraint. 244

From the energy conservation condition, it also follows that, 245

in the case of elastic scattering Emin = max(E0
i , E0

j ), while 246

for inelastic processes Emin = max(E0
i , E0

j ∓ h̄ωeff ), with the 247

upper and lower signs referring to absorption and emission, 248

respectively. In the Appendix, we will separately discuss in 249

more detail each scattering channel implemented in the model. 250

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 251

We apply the model to describe the ISB relaxation dy- 252

namics after pulsed optical excitation in two different ACQW 253

structures, which represent common design configurations 254

for realizing a three-level system: the tunneling barrier (TB) 255

and the stepwise geometry (SS) [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. The 256

asymmetry of these structures enables ISB optically coupling 257

among all the three levels L1, L2, and L3, while in symmetric 258

quantum wells optical transitions can occur only between L1 259

and L2, or L2 and L3. Allowing for resonant pumping of the 260

L1-L3 transition, these geometries have been studied in the lit- 261

erature, targeting population inversion between the L2 and L3 262

levels. In the present case, such asymmetry is realized in the 263

TB design by coupling, through a 2.3-nm-thick Si0.15Ge0.85 264

tunnel barrier, a wide Ge well of width wL = 13.0 nm with a 265

thinner one of width wT = 5.5 nm [Fig. 1(a)]; these three lay- 266

ers are sandwiched between 20-nm-thick Si0.19Ge0.81 spacers. 267

The SS configuration [Fig. 1(b)] features a Ge well of width 268

wL = 10.5 nm and a Si0.03Ge0.97 step of width wS = 14.5 269

nm, sandwiched between two 20-nm-thick Si0.19Ge0.81 spacer 270

layers, as for the TB system. The in-plane lattice parameter 271

was fixed to that of a cubic Si0.10Ge0.90 alloy. In Fig. 1, the 272

n2D equilibrium carrier density is equal to 5 × 1011 cm−2, for 273

both the TB and SS configurations. This concentration results 274

from the complete ionization of P impurities in the wide well 275

region for the TB configuration and in the Ge layer for the 276

SS system with a uniform concentration of 3.25 × 1017 cm−3
277

and 4.20 × 1017 cm−3, respectively. To simulate the upward 278

diffusion of P donor atoms occurring during the deposition, 279

we added, to this square doping concentration profile, an 280

exponentially decaying tail in the growth direction, with a 281

characteristic decay length of 20 nm/decade [16]. 282

In the TB system, the wave functions of L2 and L3 re- 283

sult from the hybridization of the first-excited state of the 284

large well with the fundamental of the thin well [14]. By 285

a proper choice of the geometrical parameters, the L1-L3 286

wave functions and their energy spacing in the SS systems 287

have been designed to be similar to those of the TB one 288

[compare Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. Moreover, the 1 → 2 and 1 → 289

3 oscillator strengths have been targeted to have comparable 290

values in both the SS and the TB systems. Consequently, 291

the α2D absorption spectra of SS and TB, featuring equal 292

2D carrier density n2D, are quite similar, as evident from the 293

comparison of Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). Note, however, that the 294

SS and TB configurations are characterized by a different 295

number of heterointerfaces, and then their comparative inves- 296
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FIG. 2. (Left column) Population dynamics and (right column) electronic temperature for the fundamental and the first two excited states,
at a lattice temperature T L = 4 K, calculated for low-doping (LD) concentration (n2D = 5 × 1010 cm−2) and high-doping (HD) concentration
(n2D = 5 × 1011 cm−2). For both the systems, the fluence of the pump was set to ensure a 2% peak population in L3 (n3 = N3/n2D = 2%). In
the inset, a schematics of the relaxation pathways discussed in the text is reported.

tigation allows us to highlight the impact of IFR on carrier297

relaxation dynamics in n-type Ge/SiGe three-level systems.298

We begin our discussion of the ISB relaxation dynam-299

ics by showing, in Fig. 2, the relative subband populations300

ni = Ni/n2D and the associated electron temperatures T e
i as301

a function of the delay time with respect to the pump beam,302

centered at t = 0 and chosen resonant with the 1 → 3 transi-303

tion. The peak fluence Ĩ (t = 0) associated to the pump pulse304

(see Appendix for the definition), and calculated in the AQCW305

region, has been tuned in the 0.87–1.44 kW/cm2 range, to306

ensure a 2% peak in the relative population n3 = N3/n2D307

of the L3 subband, a typical value achieved in pump-probe308

experiments [6,11,22]. For both the TB and SS configurations,309

results are reported for T L = 4 K and two doping densities:310

n2D = 5 × 1010 cm−2 (low doping, red curves) and n2D = 5 ×311

1011 cm−2 (high doping, black curves). As expected, Fig. 2312

shows that, upon increasing the doping density, the relaxation313

dynamics becomes faster due to the increased role of Coulomb314

scattering. Moreover, for the same n2D, we find that in the315

SS system the relaxation rates are slower. This fact can be316

attributed to the diminished impact of the IFR scattering rate317

associated to the smaller number of heterointerfaces present in318

the SS configuration. Furthermore, the low value of the step319

in the SS potential profile suppresses the contribution to the320

scattering rate of this interface. As far as the subband elec-321

tronic temperature is concerned, the model predicts modest322

excess values (<35 K) in L1 and L3, while T e
2 peaks around323

150–200 K, at short delay times. To interpret these findings,324

we anticipate that elastic scattering channels play a dominant325

role in populating the L2 subband.326

In fact, in both the TB and SS configurations, the 3 → 2 327

transition assisted by phonon emission is forbidden. This is 328

because, on the one end, the energy spacing E0
32 is smaller than 329

both the intravalley(h̄ωeff = 37.07 meV) and the intervalley 330

(h̄ωeff = 27.56 meV) phonon energies [26] and, on the other 331

end, this transition cannot be thermally activated, due to the 332

relatively low-electron heating in level 3 induced by the pump 333

(Fig. 2). It follows that the population of L2 occurs via a 334

two-step process 1
pump−−→ 3

elastic−−−→ 2 (see inset of Fig. 2), in 335

line with the fact that the carrier density in the first excited 336

subband peaks a few ps after the n3 maximum. Elastic 3 → 2 337

events are responsible for the large excess temperature of 338

L2 since the potential energy in the initial state results in a 339

large kinetic energy associated to the final level. Assuming 340

instantaneous intrasubband thermalization times, these highly 341

energetic carriers cause a significant increase in the electronic 342

temperature of the L2 subband. At this high T e, the fraction of 343

n2 carriers with sufficient energy to relax into the L1 subband 344

via phonon emission is not negligible. Therefore, at small 345

delay times, this mechanism represents a fast depopulation 346

channel for L2. At the same time, the phonon emission ef- 347

ficiently triggers a fast cooling of the subband since the OP 348

emission rate assisting the 2 → 1 transition is larger for the 349

L2 carriers with higher energy. In turn, at larger delay times, 350

the cooling quenches further emission of optical phonons, this 351

resulting in increasingly slower depopulation rates. Therefore, 352

a multiscale dynamics is observed for the n2 carriers. To 353

this regard, we note that a multiscale depopulation, con- 354

trolled by pump-induced electron heating effects, has been 355
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FIG. 3. (a)–(c) Relaxation times as a function of the doping concentration n2D for the TB and SS systems (red and black curves,
respectively). Since the population dynamics follows a nonsingle exponential behavior, the lifetimes have been averaged over the 0–50 ps
delay range. For the highly doped TB configuration: (d) Net transition rate of the interface roughness channel as a function of the width wL of
the wide quantum well. In the inset, the corresponding E31 and E21 transition energies are reported as a function of wL . (e) Net transition rate
of the optical phonon channel and of the elastic channels as a function of the E31 transition energy (the corresponding wL values are displayed
in the top horizontal axis). The net transition rates reported in (d) and (e) are evaluated at the pump-pulse maximum. For all the panels, the
lattice temperature is TL = 4 K and the pump fluence is set to ensure a 2% peak population in L3. Imposing n3 = 2% required varying the
pump fluence as follows: (a)–(c) 0.84–1.4 kW/cm2, (d), (e) 2.6–620 kW/cm2.

also observed for III-V [10] and SiGe-based [11] two-level356

MQW systems, when the subband energy is below the phonon357

threshold. A single exponential behavior is instead predicted358

for the depopulation of n3. In fact, the n3 dynamics is mainly359

controlled by energy-allowed 3 → 1 transitions mediated by360

optical phonon emission since E0
31 > h̄ωeff . Additional minor361

contributions from elastic processes are present which have a362

more significant role in the high-doping regime, due to faster363

Coulomb scattering processes.364

The framework proposed to interpret the results of Fig. 2365

is supported by studying the intersubband relaxation times366

as a function of the n2D equilibrium carrier density. To this367

end, we plot, in Figs. 3(a)–3(c), the i → j relaxation times,368

defined as τ i j = 〈 ni
Wi j

〉, where Wi j is the total transition rate.369

Due to its time-dependent character, the relaxation times were370

calculated averaging over the first 50 ps after the pump peak.371

The increasing Coulomb scattering rates associated to larger372

carrier densities are responsible for the monotonic decreasing373

behavior observed for all the τ i j . In the large doping density374

regime, τ i j relaxation times in the TB and SS ACQWs show375

the same asymptotic value since, in this limit, the carrier relax-376

ation dynamics is dominated by the Coulomb scattering which377

occurs at similar rate in the two configurations, due to the378

similarity of the wave functions and energy spacings. In the379

opposite limit of low doping density, the TB ACQW displays 380

faster relaxation times, which are due to the larger contribu- 381

tion stemming from the IFR channel. In fact, in this system 382

the tunneling barrier is associated to two heterointerfaces with 383

large band offset, while the QW step in the SS sample is 384

defined by a single heterointerface with a lower band offset. 385

In line with this observation, we find that the larger difference 386

between the relaxation times of the SS and TB systems is 387

found for τ 32, being this transition mainly controlled by the 388

IFR channel, as discussed later. We note that the dominance of 389

the IFR scattering rate is a consequence of the specific system 390

design, which is aimed at obtaining comparable 1 → 2 and 391

1 → 3 oscillator strengths. This condition is realized when 392

the first- and second-excited wave functions are delocalized 393

over the entire ACQW region. As a consequence, the wave- 394

function amplitudes at the tunneling or step heterointerfaces 395

are significantly different from zero and this, in turn, makes 396

the contribution of the IFR scattering channel to the 3 → 2 397

transition rate to be particularly relevant. Such considerations 398

are supported by the data reported in Fig. 3(d) where we show 399

the net IFR intersubband rate W IFR
32 − W IFR

23 , as a function of 400

the large well width wL, calculated for the exemplificative 401

case of the TB system at n2D = 5 × 1011 cm−2. We find a non- 402

monotonic behavior with a maximum at about wL = 15 nm, 403
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i.e., quite close to the value of 13.0 nm adopted for the TB404

structure [see Fig. 1(a)]. For the same range of wL, it is clear,405

from the inset of Fig. 3(d), that the difference between the406

E31 and E21 transition energies has a minimum, as expected407

around the anticrossing point. This suggests that the peak408

value of W IFR
32 − W IFR

23 is indeed associated to the anticrossing409

condition. From a more general perspective, these observa-410

tions also indicate that, in TB three-level systems, the strong411

hybridization of the first two excited states, which is typically412

required to efficiently pump the 1-3 transition, is unavoidably413

accompanied by large IFR scattering rates between L2 and L3.414

Differently from what is observed for the 3 → 2 relax-415

ation time, the 3 → 1 transition, for which we estimate the416

fastest scattering rates, is characterized by comparable values417

of τ 31 in the TB and SS configurations. In fact, given the418

large E31 transition energy, nonradiative relaxation rates are419

dominated by fast phonon-mediated intersubband scattering420

events which display comparable rates in the SS and TB421

configurations due to the similarity of the wave functions. To422

better evidence this point, in Fig. 3(e) we show, for the TB423

configuration, the W OP
31 − W OP

13 net scattering rate (red curve),424

calculated at the pump-pulse maximum (t = 0) as a function425

of E31 (bottom axis) and wL (top axis). This highlights the426

dependence of the OP scattering rate between levels 3 and427

1 on the subband energy separation. As for comparison,428

the cyan curve in Fig. 3(e) represents the corresponding net429

scattering rate associated to all the other (elastic) scattering430

channels. As expected, we observe a kink in the red curve431

at an energy separation E31 of ≈27 meV, i.e., at the lowest432

phonon energy used to describe electron-phonon interaction.433

Indeed, the shape of the red curve is somehow reminiscent of434

a steplike function, which typically describes the deformation435

potential interaction in nonpolar materials where the electron-436

phonon coupling is invariant with respect to the exchanged437

momentum. By comparing the elastic and inelastic contribu-438

tions to the total net rate W31 − W13, it is clear that the elastic439

scattering channels are dominant only when E31 � 27 meV.440

Above the phonon threshold, instead, the OP contribution441

prevails.442

Before continuing our channel-resolved analysis, it is use-443

ful to attempt a comparison between the relaxation time data444

in Figs. 3(a)–3(c) and experimental values reported in the445

literature. We remark, however, that this comparison is not446

straightforward since the relaxation dynamics in a pump-447

probe experiment is affected by setup specific conditions,448

such as the efficiency of the optical coupling between the449

pump beam and the sample, which hinder a precise estimation450

of the pump beam intensity in the MQW region. Similarly,451

the detuning of the pump photon energy with respect to452

the intersubband resonance may greatly affect the electron453

temperature and, as a result, the relaxation dynamics. In454

addition, the specific sample quality, in terms of lattice defects455

and interface roughness parameters, also severely impacts the456

observed relaxation times. Finally, most literature data have457

been obtained by pumping the first-excited level in two-level458

Si-rich MQW structures. For instance, in Ref. [33], Heiss459

et al. reported a τ21 relaxation time of ∼30 ps by pumping the460

1 → 2 transition at about 35 meV in an n-type Si-rich Si/SiGe461

QW system, featuring a n2D carrier density of 1012 cm−2.462

Such long relaxation time can be explained considering that,463

in Si-rich systems, the phonon threshold is at about 60 meV 464

and, thus, well above the resonance energy. As a matter 465

of fact, similarly large values have been also obtained in 466

p-type Si-rich SiGe/Si QWs, resonantly pumped at about 467

30 meV [34,35]. Relatively long (10-ps) relaxation times, 468

approximately constant in the 4–100 K lattice temperature 469

range, have been observed in another set of p-type Si-rich 470

SiGe/Si QWs, pumped well below the phonon energy [36]. 471

Since in these systems the holes are confined in the SiGe 472

layer, the authors concluded that the relaxation timescale is 473

dominated by the (elastic) alloy scattering mechanism which 474

instead, in the n-type Ge/SiGe system, is expected to play 475

a negligible role [19]. Conversely, in p-type SiGe struc- 476

tures, when the resonance energy is well above the phonon 477

threshold, e.g., by pumping the HH1 → HH2 at ∼160 meV, 478

subpicosecond relaxation times have been reported [37]. We 479

note that such shortening of the relaxation time below the 480

ps scale for transitions above the phonon energy has been 481

also observed in pump-probe experiments performed with 482

III-V based multilayer system [38–40]. Focusing instead on 483

n-type Ge-rich structures, by pumping two-level MQW sys- 484

tems below the phonon energy, long relaxation times of tens 485

of picoseconds, and roughly independent of temperature up 486

to ∼100 K, have been measured [22]. Well matching these 487

experimental observations, our model suggests that subband 488

energy spacings below the OP energy are associated to ISB 489

particle flows occurring at a temporal scale in the order of 490

tens of ps, mainly controlled by elastic channels. On the 491

other hand, when the energy separation approaches the OP 492

threshold, we predict a drastic increase of the relaxation rates 493

dominated by the OP emission channel, driving the temporal 494

scale well below the 10-ps scale, in agreement with Ref. [37]. 495

Nevertheless, the relaxation times estimated by our model 496

remain longer than the typical subpicosecond values obtained 497

for III-V based materials with comparable energy spacing, 498

due to the weaker electron-phonon coupling induced by the 499

deformation potential in the n-type Ge/SiGe system [11]. On 500

the other end, we find comparable relaxation times as in III-V 501

structures, for all the regimes where the OP channel plays a 502

minor role [10,41], provided that the interface quality of the 503

group-IV based systems is sufficiently high, as for instance in 504

Ref. [15]. 505

To gain a deeper insight into the interplay between elas- 506

tic and inelastic channels, we have performed a time- and 507

channel-resolved analysis of the intersubband transition rates. 508

To this aim, for each couple of levels (i, j), we plot, in 509

Fig. 4, the net transition rate Wi j − Wji associated to each 510

scattering channel as a function of the delay time. Data have 511

been calculated for the TB (left panels) and SS (right panel) 512

geometries, both at the high-doping (upper panels) and low- 513

doping (lower panels) concentration. In keeping with previous 514

observations, at the same doping density, the IFR scattering 515

rate (green curve) for the SS system is lower than that obtained 516

for the TB one, while comparable values are obtained for 517

the other scattering channels. For delay times > 20 ps, at 518

low-doping concentration the largest 3 ←→ 1 and 2 ←→ 1 519

intersubband rates in the TB system are associated to the IFR 520

scattering, while, in the SS case, the dynamics is dominated 521

by the Coulomb interaction (blue curve). Upon increasing the 522

doping concentration, also in the TB system, the 3 ←→ 1 and 523
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FIG. 4. Net transition rates between subbands i and j as a function of delay time with respect to the pump pulse centered at t = 0, resolved
by scattering channel at T L = 4 K. Top and bottom panels refer to the high- and low-doping concentration, respectively. Data referring to the
TB (SS) structure are reported in the left (right) column. The color code identifying each scattering channel is the following: optical phonon
(red), interface roughness (green), Coulomb (blue), total rate (black). The fluence of the pump was set to ensure a 2% peak population in L3

and varies in the 0.87–1.44 kW/cm2 range.

2 ←→ 1 scattering rates are mainly driven by the Coulomb524

interaction.525

At short delay times, we observe that, both for the high-526

and low-doping regimes, the electron-OP interaction makes527

the largest contribution to the total 3 ←→ 1 and 2 ←→ 1528

scattering rates, except for the case of W21 − W12 in the high-529

doping condition, where the largest rates are still associated 530

to the Coulomb interaction. The OP channel is dominant 531

because the 3 → 1 intervalley OP relaxation mediated by 532

phonon emission is activated by design (E31 > 27.56 meV). 533

On the other end, the high electron temperature of the L2 sub- 534

band at this early stage of the relaxation dynamics (see right 535
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central panel in Fig. 2) thermally activates fast intervalley536

phonon-assisted 2 → 1 transitions. These transitions become537

suppressed at later delay times when T e
2 cools down because538

of the small E21 separation.539

While in the 3 ←→ 1 and 2 ←→ 1 net transition rates540

discussed insofar, back scattering events (i.e., from a lower-541

energy to a higher-energy subband) play a negligible role,542

this is not the case for the particle flux between levels 3543

and 2, as evident from the sign reversal of the corresponding544

total net transition rate occurring around 10 ps, predicted for545

the TB and the SS structures both at high- and low-doping546

concentrations (see bottom panels of Fig. 4). In particular, the547

OP channel (red curve) gives a negative contribution to the548

net rate also for delay times <10 ps, i.e., when the pump549

beam is not extinguished. Such behavior can be explained550

considering the initial high electron temperature of L2 caused551

by the 3 → 2 elastic scattering of carriers. In fact, the L2552

electrons, elastically scattered from the L3 subband, feature553

high kinetic energy, as already discussed above. Since in our554

model instantaneous intrasubband thermalization is assumed,555

a non-negligible fraction of L2 electrons is redistributed over556

an energy range which includes much larger values than557

those associated to the initial states of the L3 → L2 elastic558

transition. These highly energetic L2 electrons have sufficient559

energy to back scatter close to the E3 subband minimum,560

emitting an OP (mainly in an intervalley process), while561

energy conservation suppresses the inverse 3 → 2 event be-562

cause of the small energy spacing E32 and the relatively low563

electron temperature in the L3 subband. Despite the negative564

contribution of the OP channel, the total 3 −→ 2 net transition565

rate at the early stage of the dynamics remains larger than566

zero (delay <10 ps), being dominated by the contributions of567

the Coulomb and IFR channels which are positive, as a result568

of the population inversion realized between the L3 and L2569

subband. Conversely, at larger delay time, also those mecha-570

nisms induce back-scattering fluxes since the population of L3571

becomes much lower than that in L2 one (see Fig. 2), due to572

the fast L3 depopulation, mainly triggered by efficient 3 → 1573

scattering processes.574

This analysis demonstrates that the developed model al-575

lows us to address the impact of each scattering channel as576

well as its dependence on the design geometry adopted and577

doping regime. As a further step, since the investigated mate-578

rial system may be of interest to achieve CMOS-compatible579

laser devices in the THz range, we have also run a set of580

simulations targeting the investigation and optimization of581

the population inversion between L3 and L2, by varying the582

design parameters and the lattice temperature. As a mat-583

ter of fact, in the so-called quantum fountain architecture,584

ACQW systems have been studied in the past to demonstrate585

three-level optically pumped coherent amplifiers where the586

upper and lower laser level is represented by the L3 and L2587

subband, respectively [42–44]. We focus, as relevant phys-588

ical quantity for optical amplification, on the time integral589

N32 = ∫
�t [N3(t ) − N2(t )]dt calculated in the time range590

where N3 > N2. Despite not having estimated the net material591

gain, due to the lack of experimental inputs for free-carrier592

absorption in n-type Ge/SiGe 2D structures, our data provide593

useful hints to restrict the design parameter space in view594

of subsequent studies. To this end, in Fig. 5, we calculate595
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configurations, respectively. The pump fluence was monotonically
increased in order to ensure a constant peak value of the relative
population n3 = N3/n2D.

N32 as a function of n2D, varying the pump-power density 596

in order to keep the peak value of the n3 relative population 597

at 2%. Hence, the pump fluence in the quantum-well region 598

was tuned in the 1.4–2.7 kW/cm−2 interval, for n2D spanning 599

the 1–10 × 1011 cm−2 range. Both the curves referring to the 600

TB and SS systems show a monotonic increasing behavior, 601

but larger inversion values are predicted for the latter, due 602

to the longer relaxation times resulting from the reduction of 603

the IFR scattering rate in the SS structure. Since we expect 604

that free-carrier absorption is mainly due to the interaction 605

of photons with the electrons of the fundamental subband, 606

which features very similar envelope functions for the two 607

systems, optical losses in the TB and SS designs are expected 608

to be approximately equal. This makes the SS architecture 609

more suitable to achieve optical amplification in the explored 610

doping range. Hence, we selected the SS configuration to 611

further optimize N32 as a function of the two geometrical 612

parameters wL and wS . 613

For such configuration, we report in Fig. 6 the time- 614

integrated population difference displayed as a function of 615

wL (black curve) by keeping the wS thickness fixed at 616

the same value as in Fig. 1(b) (15 nm) and setting n2D = 617

5 × 1011 cm−2. The fluence of the pump was set to I = 618

1.3 kW/cm2, and its wavelength tuned to resonance at the 619

1 → 3 transition energy which varies upon changing wL. The 620

curve peaks at wL ≈ 9.2 nm, corresponding to an energy 621

separation E32 of ≈17 meV. By looking at the oscillator 622

strength f13 in the same wL range (blue curve), it is clear that 623

the driving force which controls the functional dependence 624

of the population inversion is the pumping efficiency. The 625

nonmonotonic behavior of f13 with wL is, in turn, controlled 626

by the variation of the overlap between the L1 and L3 envelope 627

wave functions, a quantity that peaks around 9 nm (not 628

shown). After fixing wL at this optimal value, we varied the 629

thickness wS of the Si0.03Ge0.97 step, again maintaining the 630

pump energy resonant with the 1 → 3 transition. As shown in 631
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the inset of Fig. 6 (black curve), the obtained N32 data display632

an increasing monotonic behavior, which, again, follows the633

rising of the f13 oscillator strength (blue curve) with wS . Note,634

however, that while the slope of f13 diminishes in the large wS635

range, no slope change is observed in the data referring to636

the time-integrated population inversion (black curve). This is637

likely due to the fact that, upon increasing wS , the E13 energy638

separation is lowered from 35.7 to 24.9 meV (i.e., below the639

lowest phonon energy), thus reducing the detrimental OP con-640

tribution to the total 3 → 1 relaxation rate. However, since E32641

decreases with wS , we remark that, when pumping the 1 → 3642

transition in a design featuring E32 smaller than the pump643

spectral width, the 1 → 2 transition would be also excited. To644

avoid it, for a half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) of the645

pump of 5 meV, as in our case (see Appendix), wS should not646

be larger than approximately ≈25 nm.647

Since group-IV materials represent a promising platform to648

increase the maximum operating temperature in intersubband649

THz optical emitters, thanks to their weaker electron-phonon650

interaction, we conclude this section discussing the tempera-651

ture behavior of the population inversion between L3 and L2.652

To this aim, in Fig. 7, we show N32 as a function of the lattice653

temperature T L, at wL = 9 nm and n2D = 5 × 1011, for two654

different values of wS , i.e., wS = 15 nm (solid curves) and655

wS = 25 nm (dashed curves). To obtain these data, the pump656

pulse has been continuously tuned to keep it resonant with657

the 1 → 3 transition, so as to guarantee a 2% (green curves)658

or 15% (red curves) peak population in the L3 subband. This659

required to vary the pump fluence between a minimum value660

of 0.4 kW/cm2, adopted for the wS = 25 nm system at low661

temperature, to the maximum value of 16.5 kW/cm2, used662

for the wS = 15 nm geometry at T L = 80 K. Data in Fig. 7663

highlight features of the intersubband relaxation dynamics664

related to the lattice temperature, evidencing the effect of665

a different excitation value as well as that of varying the666
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FIG. 7. Time-integrated population difference N3 − N2 as a func-
tion of the lattice temperature T L at n2D = 5 × 1011 for the SS
configuration with wL = 9 nm. 2% and 15% peak excitation values
are represented by the green and red curves, respectively. The solid
(dashed) curve corresponds to wS = 15 (wS = 25) nm. The inter-
valley optical phonon has been switched off in the dark red curve
(wS = 15 nm and 15% peak excitation degree).

subband energy spacing. As a matter of fact, for wS = 15 667

nm, we obtain E13 = 33.3 meV, while, at wS = 25 nm, E13 is 668

reduced to 25.0 meV, i.e., below the intervalley OP energy. In 669

the low pumping regime (green curves), the two geometries 670

investigated show a very similar behavior, as expected from 671

sharing comparable values for the low-temperature degree of 672

population inversion and for the critical temperature at which 673

the population inversion is lost (40 < T L < 50 K). This fact 674

indicates that the suppression of the 3 → 1 relaxation via 675

OP emission, occurring in the wS = 25 nm system, is not 676

effective in increasing the critical temperature. Its beneficial 677

effect is limited to a reduction of a factor ≈3 in the pump 678

fluence required to achieve the 2% excitation level, with 679

respect to the one used for the wS = 15 nm system, as a 680

result of the slower OP emission rate and to the larger f13 681

oscillator strength obtained for wS = 25 nm. The absence 682

of any increase in the critical temperature is due to the fact 683

that, for lattice temperatures T L � 45 K, the thermal equi- 684

librium population of L2 becomes not negligible, being, for 685

both the configurations, in the order of � 1.2%–1.8%, thus 686

comparable to the 2% excitation level in L3. The impact of 687

this detrimental effect is larger in the wS = 25 nm system 688

where the subband energy spacing is smaller. In this case, 689

in fact, E12 = 17.4 meV, which is to be compared with a 690

value of 19.3 meV estimated for the wS = 15 nm geometry. 691

As a consequence, the equilibrium thermal population of L2 692

in the wS = 25 nm geometry is higher, resulting in a lower 693

critical temperature. By increasing the excitation to 15% (red 694

curves), larger N32 values are obtained. Again, at low T L, the 695

two systems share the same degree of population inversion 696

and, also in this case, a lower critical temperature (≈ 80 K) 697

is predicted for the wS = 25 nm geometry (dashed curve) 698

with respect to the wS = 15 nm one (solid curve), where N32 699

quenches at T L ≈ 100 K. The values obtained for the critical 700

temperature and, in particular, the faster quench of N32 for the 701
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wS = 25 nm, can be again attributed to the role played by the702

equilibrium thermal population of the L2 level.703

Finally, it has been proposed in literature that the coupling704

of electrons to large-momentum OPs mediating intervalley705

transitions might be suppressed in multilayer n-type Ge/SiGe706

heterostructures [9,11]. To assess the impact of this hypothesis707

on our predictions, we artificially turned off such relaxation708

pathway in the simulations for wS = 15 nm, obtaining the709

dark red curve in Fig. 7. It can be clearly observed that,710

despite an overall increase in the population inversion N32, the711

critical temperature is only marginally enhanced. Therefore,712

also in this favorable case, the implementation of a three-level713

quantum fountain architecture in the n-type Ge/SiGe ACQW714

system is not very promising to achieve optical amplification715

close to room temperature. In fact, from the above consid-716

erations, it emerges that the equilibrium thermal population717

of L2 represents the main limiting factor which cannot be718

overcome by increasing the E21 energy separation because of719

the design restraints associated to the relatively small band720

offset in this material system (≈120 meV). Recent calcu-721

lations performed with n-type Ge/SiGe cascade structures722

indicate that the larger design degree of freedom offered by723

QCL architectures, where excitation and population inversion724

are driven by electric field, provides a doable path to reach725

room-temperature lasing operation.726

IV. CONCLUSIONS727

We developed a rate-equation model which includes both728

inelastic and elastic carrier scattering mechanisms to describe729

the ISB carrier relaxation dynamics occurring after pulsed730

optical excitation in n-type Ge/SiGe heterostructures. More-731

over, by tracking the ISB particle and energy fluxes, under732

the assumption that intrasubband thermalization is achieved733

at a subpicosecond timescale, we were able to estimate the734

time-dependent electron temperature in each subband level.735

By applying the developed model to the case of the resonant736

pumping of the L1 → L3 transition in three-level Ge/SiGe737

ACQWs systems, we were able to disentangle the time-738

dependent relative contributions to the ISB relaxation rate due739

to the emission of optical phonons, and the scattering due to740

interface roughness, ionized-impurity, and electron-electron741

interaction. A comparative analysis of different ACQW ge-742

ometries and design parameters evidenced the critical role743

played by back-scattering events and electron heating effects744

on the relaxation dynamics, due to the very efficient L3-L1745

elastic scattering. Our estimation of the time-dependent ISB746

relaxation times indicates lower rates with respect to com-747

parable systems based on III-V materials. This has been748

attributed to the weaker electron-phonon coupling featured by749

nonpolar lattices. On the other end, the predicted relaxation750

rates are in line with experimental results reported for p-type751

and n-type SiGe multilayer samples at comparable ISB en-752

ergy spacing. Finally, motivated by recent theoretical predic-753

tions suggesting room-temperature operation of n-type QCL754

structures based on Ge/SiGe MQW stacks, we explored the755

configuration parameter space for optimizing the population756

inversion between L3 and L2. As a following step, we studied757

this optimized system as a function of the lattice temperature,758

and found that population inversion drops rapidly when TL759

approaches 120 K, mainly due to the thermal excitation in 760

L2 of a significant fraction of the carrier density, driven by 761

the small energy separation with level L1. This result severely 762

questions the possibility to achieve a quantum fountain device 763

able to operate at room temperature and based on this kind 764

of simple three-level systems. As a consequence, despite 765

the more demanding growth design and fabrication require- 766

ments, the electrically pumped quantum cascade architecture 767

should be regarded as the most promising strategy for light 768

emission in the THz range at room temperature, leveraging 769

on Si-compatible heterostructures. In this perspective, we 770

plan to calibrate, against experimental pump-probe data, the 771

values adopted for the material parameters which control 772

some of the scattering mechanisms (mainly the IFR and the 773

electron-phonon scattering). These refined values will then 774

subsequently be used to feed numerically simulation aimed at 775

assessing the performance of n-type Ge/SiGe QCL devices. 776
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APPENDIX: DESCRIPTION OF OPTICAL PUMPING AND 781

SCATTERING CHANNELS 782

Optical pumping 783

The particle rate induced by the quasimonochromatic 784

pump pulse (W pump
i→ j ), featuring a pump fluence inside the 785

ACQW region Ĩ (t ), a propagation angle with respect to the 786

growth direction θ , and a polarization vector ê, is expressed in 787

terms of the optical cross section σ through the following set 788

of equations: 789

W pump
i→ j (Ei ) = σ Ĩ

h̄ωp cos θ
, (A1)

σ = e2π h̄

2ε0cnm0

[
(�/π )2E0

ji2h̄ωp[(
E0

ji

)2 − (h̄ωp)2 + �2
]2 + (2h̄ωp�)2

]

×
∑4

γ=1 f γ
i j

4
, (A2)

f γ
i j = 2m0

E0
ji

(
êxw

γ
xz + êyw

γ
yz + êzw

γ
zz

)2∣∣pz
i j

∣∣2
, (A3)

where the ẑ direction has been chosen parallel to the growth 790

axis. In Eq. (A3), the γ index runs over the four degenerate 791

L valleys and f γ

i j is the associated i → j oscillator strength; 792

pz
i j is the dipole matrix element projected along z and w

γ
mn are 793

the components of the inverse mass tensor for the γ valley. 794

Level broadening has been phenomenologically introduced 795

using a Lorentzian shape to describe the cross section as 796

a function of the photon energy detuning with respect to 797

the resonance energy E0
ji = E0

j − E0
i . In the simulations, we 798

set � = 5 meV, as suggested by recent ISB absorption data 799

acquired from ACQW n-type Ge/SiGe samples [14]. Note 800

also that, in Eq. (A2), effects related to the depolarization shift 801

were neglected since they are not expected to significantly 802

impact on the ISB dynamics. Consequently, the absorption 803
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resonance energy was set equal to the bare ISB transition804

energy. The temporal profile of the beam intensity Ĩ (t ) in the805

ACQW region is modeled using a Gaussian profile centered806

at t = 0, whose duration (HWHM equal to 5 ps) is chosen807

to reproduce the bandwidth-limited Gaussian pulses typically808

produced at free-electron laser facilities [11,22].809

Electron-phonon scattering810

Inelastic interactions of 2D electronic carriers with the lat-811

tice excitations are modeled considering 3D bulklike phonons.812

To describe intervalley and intravalley scattering, we assume813

two effective dispersionless optical branches, characterized814

by different values of the phonon energy h̄ωeff and of the815

deformation potential 	OP (see Table I). In nonpolar crystals,816

the probability per unit of time for an electron in subband i to817

be scattered in subband j does not depend on the modulus818

of the exchanged momentum. Therefore, the rate is also819

independent of the initial electron energy. Its value is given820

by821

W OP ∓
i→ j (Ei ) = ndestmd	

2
OP

2h̄2ρωeff

[
N (ωeff , T L ) + 1

2
∓ 1

2

]
Fi j . (A4)

In Eq. (A4), N (ωeff , T L ) is the equilibrium Bose distribu-822

tion at the lattice temperature T L for phonons with energy823

h̄ωeff and Fi j = ∫
dz ψ2

j (z)ψ2
i (z), with ψi(z) and ψ j (z) being824

the envelope functions in the ith and jth subband, respectively.825

ndest is the number of degenerate L valleys which are involved826

in inter (ndest = 3) and intravalley (ndest = 1) processes.827

The interaction with the acoustic branch cannot cause828

intersubband transitions, due to the small value of the phonon829

momentum. Nevertheless, the acoustic phonons induce in830

each subband an energy flux which is described in terms of831

the difference between T e
i and T L, following Ref. [45]. It is832

worth noting that, although included in our model, this effect833

is not significant at the temporal scale investigated [29].834

Interface roughness scattering835

The impact of nonideal heterointerfaces on the carrier836

dynamics is evaluated according to Ref. [46] where the scat-837

tering rate induced by the perturbing potential associated to838

the presence of IFR has been first calculated. Assuming a839

Gaussian distribution for the interface terrace height with a840

root mean square � and a terrace correlation length 
, the841

IFR scattering rate for an electron in subband i with initial842

momentum ki to subband j is given by843

W IFR
i j (ki ) =

∑
I

|Fi j,I�
|2md

h̄3

∫ π

0
dθ e−q2
2/4, (A5)

Fi j,I =
∫ z+

I

z−
I

dz ψ∗
j (z)

dV (z)

dz
ψi(z), (A6)

where the index I runs over all the (decoupled) interfaces844

present in the multilayer stack, and the integral in Eq. (A6)845

is calculated in a neighbor of the interface position zI . The846

angular integral in Eq. (A5) is associated to the sum over847

all the available k j states in the final subband j and q is 848

the modulus of the exchanged momentum q = k j − ki, which 849

can be expressed as a function of ki and of the scattering angle 850

θ , exploiting the following relations: 851

ki =
√

2md
(
Ei − E0

i

)
h̄2 ,

852

k j =
√

k2
i − 2md

h̄2 E0
ji.

As for the interface roughness parameters, the values of � 853

and 
 adopted in our simulation (see Table I) have been 854

chosen relying on very accurate experimental results, recently 855

obtained from ACQW Ge/SiGe heterostructures as described 856

in Ref. [15]. 857

Coulomb scattering 858

The presence of positively charged ions and other electrons 859

also has a direct effect on the dynamics, giving rise to elastic 860

scatterings by a Coulomb potential which depends on the 861

density of positive ions and other electrons along the growth 862

direction z. For the case of impurities, i.e., fixed ions infinitely 863

heavy with respect to the electrons, this is given by the 864

static concentration of dopants n3D(z0) [46,47], tailored to 865

reproduce the typical spatial profile and broadening of donor 866

concentration obtained from experiments. For the case of 867

electrons, instead, a mean field approach is adopted to limit 868

computational workload [48], i.e., the e-e interaction, which is 869

a two-body process, is thus reduced to a single-particle scatter- 870

ing event. Each electron in a subband i is elastically scattered 871

to the final subband j �= i, interacting with the electron density 872

[|ψk (z0)|2] of subband k = 1, 2, 3 at each point in the growth 873

direction. We thus consider a generalized expression for the 874

scattering rates due to Coulomb interactions, where the II and 875

the e-e contributions are distinguishable through their form 876

factors 877

W C
i j (ki ) = md e4

4π h̄3ε2

∫ π

0
dθ

J II
i j (qα ) + ∑

k Jee
i j,k (qα )

(qα + qTF)2 , (A7)

J II
i j (qα ) =

∫
n3D(z0)

(∫
dz ψ∗

j (z)e−qα |z−z0|ψi(z)

)2

dz0,

(A8)

Jee
i j,k (qα ) =

∫
nk|ψk (z0)|2

(∫
dz ψ∗

j (z)e−qα |z−z0|ψi(z)

)2

dz0.

(A9)

Finally, a Thomas-Fermi screening is applied through the 878

wave vector qTF = md e2

2π h̄2ε
. 879
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